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PROGRAM ABSTRACTS/ALGORITHMS

An interactive computer program for assessing
serial dependency in longitudinal data

and the identification of basic
ARIMA models

R. L. BROWN
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

Theconcernfor serial dependency in time-based mea
sures has been voiced by many in the social sciences as
a potential threat to the adequate assessment of longitu
dinal phenomena. This concern has been a point of de
bate for sometime, withone school of thought disregard
ing the importance of dependency and the other
emphatically stating thatall longitudinal dataare serially
dependent. Although somestudies do notsupport the no
tionofdependency in longitudinal data (Huitema, 1982),
the bulk of the literature seems to favor the occurrence
of somedependency (Glass, Willson, & Gottman, 1975;
Gottman & Glass, 1978; Hartmann et al., 1980;
McCleary & Hay, 1980). If dependency exists in longitu
dinaldata, then, as Scheffe (1959) and others (Gastwirth
& Rubin, 1971; Padia, 1973) have demonstrated, esti
mates of Type I errors using tests basedon independent
error distributions will be underestimated.

Dependency in longitudinal data maybe viewed as the
lh data value (z,) predicted to some degree from previ
ousvalues (Z'-I, Z'-2... z,-p) or fromprevious residuals or
random shocks (a'_I, ar--2 . . .a,_q.) If dependency occurs
in this fashion, we find a correspondence to two accept
ablestatistical processes and, subsequently, a possible so
lution to theproblem of dependency in theanalysis of lon
gitudinal data. Thetwo statistical processes are calledthe
autoregressive (AR) and the moving average (MA)
processes (Box & Jenkins, 1970), sometimes symbolized
as ARIMA (p,d,q) for AutoRegressive Integrated Mov
ing Average process, where p = the number of AR
parameters, d = the number of differences needed for
stationarity, and q = the number of MA parameters.

The autoregressive process (ARIMA (p,O,O» involves
the prediction of the valuez,fromprevious values of Zt-ri ,

subsequently regressing the series of values upon itself
i values in the past. This process assumes that no value
of z is madeinitially at t=O, and thus the level of the se
ries value (L) is an unknown. This process may be ex
pressed as Z deviations from L:

z,L = cl>I(z'-I-L)+cMz'-2-L)+cMz,-p-L)+a"
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where q,p = the autoregressive parameter, anda, = ran
dom shock (residual), with a, = NID(O, If).

The moving average process(ARIMA (O,O,q», on the
other hand, involves the conceptof a moving averageof
random shocks (a,), where z, may be regarded as being
dependent on the current random shock (a,) and a por
tion of the previous random shock (a,_q). The moving
average process may be expressed as:

where ()q = the moving average parameter.
The use of ARIMA modeling is governed by an itera

tive process of (1) model identification, (2) parameter es
timation, and (3) modeldiagnosis. Although manyvery
goodroutines are available for parameter estimation, one
finds little assistance in the area of dependency recogni
tion and model identification, the initialstep in the itera
tive modeling process. To date, onlyone majorprogram
has beendesigned to helpusers identify ARIMA models,
the AUTOBOX program, and its subset program AU
TOBJ(Reilly, 1986). Although AUTOBOX seems to be
an excellent program, its cost places it out of reach of
many (Shumway, 1986).

This paper describes a reduced form of the AUTO
BOX/AUTOBJ program, whichprovidesusers with as
sistance in the identification of appropriate ARIMA
models andthe diagnosis of themodel's residuals. It must
benoted thatparameter estimation mustbe conducted out
sideof the TIMEID program. For example, one mayeas
ilyuseMinitab-PC (Ryan, Joiner, & Ryan, 1986) forpass
ing files and estimating parameters.

Program
The TIMEID program has been developed from an

earlierinteractive mainframe teaching program thathelped
users identify ARIMA models (Brown, 1983). TIMEID
is writtenand compiled in QuickBasic and, as currently
configured, operates only on mM PC machines with a
minimum of256K, using DOS 3.2. Thisrestriction isdue
to a machine-eontingent utility embedded within TIMEID.
Since it is not feasible for me to provide a version for
each machine configuration, I decided to configure the
current version for mM equipment with the latest DOS
version. Theprogram canbemade to workonall mM PC
compatible machines byobtaining a public-domain screen
utilityprogramcalledMenuMaker (Fluegelman, 1984).
This program can be obtained through local computer
bulletin board systems, or it can be requested with the
TIMEID programdisk. Instructions for machine conver
sion are provided on the TIMEID program disk.

Input and Output. Since the program was designed
both for research and classroom use, it has been made
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Table 1
TIMEIDModelIdentification Performance

*This is a measure of fit comparing the calculatedAUCFs and PACFs
to theoretical valuesin accordance withbasicARIMAmodels. The larger
this percentage, the less confidence one should place in the identified
model. [Once the series was differenced, TIMEID correctly identi
fied the model.
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nia Research Unit, 352A/425 Henry Mall, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706. Send a self-addressed
mailer with sufficient postage and a 5.25-in. floppy disk
for a copy of the TIMEID program disk.

Proposed Identified Index of
Model Model Identification*
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ARIMA(O,O,I) ARIMA(O,O,1) 19%
ARIMA(1,O,Q) ARIMA(I,O,O) 27%
ARIMA(O,I,I) ARIMA(I,O,O) 16%

ARIMA(O,I,I)t 18%
100 ARIMA(O, 1,1) ARIMA(O,I,I) 18%
71 ARIMA(2,O,O) ARIMA(2,O,O) 26%
60 ARIMA(O,I,I) ARIMA(O,I,I) 29%

Sample Size

user friendly by incorporating multiple window overlays.
The program calculates zero, first, second, and third
differenced autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations
on data sets as large as 200 observations. In addition to
providing graphic representations of the autocorrelation
(AUCF) and partial autocorrelation (pACF) functions, the
program also provides examples of theoretical correlo
grams for a variety of nonseasonal nonmixed models.
Routines for graphing and subsetting raw data sets are
also available. Probably the most interesting facet of the
program is its ability to automatically provide the user
with an assessment of data dependency and an identifica
tion of a probable ARIMA model. The algorithm that pro
vides the automatic identification (upon request) is a sim
ple expanding exponential function based on the calculated
AUCF and PACF for the data series (for details see
Brown, 1982). Although the algorithm is simplistic, tests
indicate that it does an adequate job in identifying basic
ARIMA models. Table 1 shows six previously identified
models and the results of TIMEID's automatic identifi
cation.
The TIMED program did quite well and provided only

one incorrect identification. This particular model was
considered a borderline model; once differenced, TIMEID
identified the model correctly.

Program Availability. The program and a brief
user's guide are available from R. L. Brown, Schizophre- (Revision accepted for publication May 29, 1987.)


